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Abstract  
                     Virtualization is the creation of a virtual (rather than actual) version 

of something, such as an operating system, a server, a storage device or network 

resources. Virtualization lets you run multiple virtual machines on a single 

physical machine, with each virtual machine sharing the resources of that one 

physical computer across multiple environments. Different virtual machines can 

run different operating systems and multiple applications on the same physical 

computer.  This paper discusses about different aspects of virtualization like 

network virtualization, storage virtualization, Desktop virtualization, server 

virtualization etc., and also the data protection challenges in the virtualized 

environment.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

There are different areas of virtualization like network virtualization, 

storage virtualization, Desktop virtualization and server virtualization: 

• Network virtualization is a method of combining the available 

resources in a network by splitting up the available bandwidth into 

channels, each of which is independent from the others, and each of 

which can be assigned (or reassigned) to a particular server or device in 

real time. The idea is that virtualization disguises the true complexity of 

the network by separating it into manageable parts, much like your 

partitioned hard drive makes it easier to manage your files. 

• Storage virtualization is the pooling of physical storage from multiple 

network storage devices into what appears to be a single storage device 

that is managed from a central console. Storage virtualization is 

commonly used in storage area networks 

• Server virtualization is the masking of server resources (including the 

number and identity of individual physical servers, processors, and 

operating systems) from server users. The intention is to spare the user 

from having to understand and manage complicated details of server 

resources while increasing resource sharing and utilization and 

maintaining the capacity to expand later. 
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• Desktop virtualization solution designed for the enterprise, enables 

organizations to allow employee-owned laptops and remote unmanaged 

personal computers to connect to the corporate network through a fully 

locked down virtual desktop that does not require additional servers.  

1.1 How does virtualization work? 

VMware uses softwares such as VMware vSphere and VMware ESXi 

(a free download) to transform or “virtualize” the hardware resources of an x86-

based computer—including the CPU, RAM, hard disk and network controller—

to create a fully functional virtual machine that can run its own operating system 

and applications just like a “real” computer. Each virtual machine contains a 

complete system, eliminating potential conflicts. VMware virtualization works 

by inserting a thin layer of software directly on the computer hardware or on a 

host operating system. This contains a virtual machine monitor or “hypervisor” 

that allocates hardware resources dynamically and transparently. Multiple 

operating systems run concurrently on a single physical computer and share 

hardware resources with each other. 

1.2.  Evolving Data Protection  

Virtualization is a proven technology with distinct benefits, but 

adoption is not a lockstep operation. IT must periodically match stages of 

virtualization adoption to their business needs and constraints. Examples include 

applications to be virtualized, business processes, company size, IT headcount 

and specialization, and budgetary opportunities and pressures. These 

considerations should strategically guide virtualization plans and purchases.  

This staged approach applies both to the comprehensive virtualization 

framework and also to data protection. The three stages of data protection for 

VM networks evolve from early file, print and services; to internal applications; 

to outward-facing customer applications.  
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Virtualization-aware data protection tools benefit both virtual and 

physical settings. In fact, virtualization projects serve as excellent opportunities 

to adopt optimal data protection technologies like next generation backup.  

Virtualization began as an enabling technology for limited server 

consolidation projects. But virtualization technologies like VMware have grown 

into computing platforms that produce fully realized virtual environments. 

Legacy data protection – and legacy management for that matter -- is entirely 

inadequate in these settings. 

1.3 Data Protection in Virtual Machine Environments  

Virtual machine (VM) environments offer the opportunity to optimize 

data protection operations to shorten or remove backup windows, significantly 

improve RPO/RTO, and improve recovery reliability. Features of the VMware 

environment allow data protection to be optimized in ways not possible in 

physical server environments.  

When virtualized servers are backed up to disk-based storage locations 

using strong data protection solution sets, companies gain a strong foundation 

for optimizing data protection operations. Benefits include shortening or 

removing backup windows and decreasing backup bandwidth requirements, 

which significantly improves VMware consolidation rates. This approach also 

greatly improves RPO/RTO and recovery reliability.  

There are broad data protection portfolios available for VM 

environments. We will concentrate on the basics: data de-duplication, file-level 

backup with traditional backup, image-level backups, and reliable restore.  

1.4 Data protection challenges in the Virtualized Environment  

Virtualized environments offer great advantages for shrinking cost, 

overhead and operational complexity. They also pose unique challenges for all 

sizes of companies including budgetary pressure, staff expertise, and changing 

data protection practices.  
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#1: Budgetary constraints. Even the largest companies are under financial 

pressure when it comes to data protection. Data is growing at dizzying rates, 

which bloats backup windows and increases data protection costs throughout the 

organization. Data growth also impacts IT by increasing its management 

responsibilities, even in the face of flat or shrinking headcount. IT expertise also 

comes into play. Enterprise customers will have specialized IT expertise but 

smaller mid-range and SMB will not.  

#2: Inadequate traditional data protection. Traditional backup solutions tend 

to be oriented toward physical environments and, as such, might not be the most 

efficient approach for protecting virtual machines. While the task of packing 

virtual servers onto one physical server yields consolidation benefits, it also 

concentrates backup operations onto a single platform. This leads to overtaxed 

server resources.  

#3: Proliferating backup. Typically with traditional backup, an agent resides 

on each server and backs up files on a predetermined schedule. If a restore is 

needed, the agent is used to recover the file, folder or email. In a virtual server 

environment, the actual virtual machine image is stored as a single file called a 

VMDK. The VMDK is different because it contains the operating system, 

application and files. Backing up operating systems and applications increases 

backup volumes, which in turn requires more capacity.  

#4: VM sprawl. Once the initial virtualization stages are in place, it takes just a 

few mouse clicks to create a new server. However, this results in a proliferation 

of virtual machines, also known as VM sprawl. Each new virtual machine and 

its application data must be protected, which results in larger backups.  

This challenging virtual environment presents these and other backup 

and data protection challenges and opportunities. New approaches integrate 

relationships between virtual application business continuity and recovery tools 

and the data protection stack of array-based tools. 

1.4 Impact of Data Deduplication  
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Data deduplication reduces the amount of physical storage capacity 

required to store data. Data deduplication breaks data streams into 

―segments,� fingerprints the segments, and then stores them to disk. 

Redundant segments found during subsequent backups are identified by the use 

of fingerprint comparisons, discarded and replaced with pointers to the original 

data. The deduplication technology reconstitutes and validates data as needed 

upon restore.  

Deduplication commonly slashes backup capacity requirements by 90% 

compared to traditional approaches. Deduplication also results in faster 

replication and restores to and from DR sites.  

Deduplication may be based on the backup software or on the storage 

system. Backup software with data deduplication can reduce the backup volume 

by 90%, reducing backup windows and consuming less of those highly sought 

after server resources. Another advantage of backup software-based 

deduplication is that backup data is capacity optimized before it is sent across 

the wide area network (WAN).  

The scope and span of deduplication are also important elements of a 

deduplication strategy. Global deduplication eliminates redundant data across all 

applications including physical and virtualized server environments. This 

enables IT to manage deduplication operations across all backups instead of 

within individual backup streams. 

1.5 Restore Operations  

Backup and restore tools for virtual environments should have options 

for both file-level and image-level restores. Recovery reliability, speed and ease-

of-use are all important considerations in the VM environment.  

File level restores require a granular view of the data to recover an 

individual file, folder or mail box. For high performance and immediate 

availability, file-level restores are best completed from a disk-based solution.  
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Image-level restore is critical: restoring systems from scratch including 

operating systems, applications, data, patches, upgrades, and custom 

configurations. Restore operations in virtual environments must include 

restoring multiple VMs to VMware servers.  

1.6 Our Suggestions  and Recommendations 

EMC has a strong portfolio of data protection solutions for VMware 

environments including Data Domain, Avamar, NetWorker and Data Protection 

Advisor. All of EMC data protection solutions are tightly aligned and integrated 

with VMware.  

VM environments require the same level of data protection as does the 

physical  server environment. Companies may use data protection tools built for 

the physical  environment in the virtual world, but this has serious disadvantages. 

Ideally companies will use virtualization-aware versions of data protection tools 

that guard both virtual applications and physical infrastructure.  

VMware and EMC provide a fully integrated set of tools designed to 

optimize data protection across virtual networks as well as their physical 

counterparts. The tools enable customers to preserve ease-of-use across even 

complex environments. In addition to sophisticated infrastructure management 

and optimization, the toolset provides file/image-level backup, data 

deduplication and highly reliable recovery at data and server levels. Customers 

may leverage the same data protection processes over all operating systems and 

applications across VMware environments.  

As customers move through the phases of virtualization adoption, data 

protection must evolve as well. This is the only way that customers can realize 

the benefits of virtualization from the initial deployment all the way up to the 

virtualized data center. EMC offers customers data protection leadership and 

experience, a broad portfolio of hardware, software and services for virtualized 

environments, and a very close relationship with VMware. These factors 
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position EMC as a premiere trusted partner and key enabler of dynamic 

virtualization.. 

There are many advantages of EMC’s data protection systems: 

1.7  Backup Software and Storage Systems  

EMC backup software with variable length data deduplication 

optimizes file-level backup for virtualized applications. For file-level backups, 

backup software with data deduplication eliminates traditional backup 

bottlenecks caused by the large amount of redundant data that must pass through 

the same set of shared resources — the physical server’s CPU, Ethernet adapter, 

memory, and disk storage. Data deduplication reduces the traditional backup 

load — up to 200 percent weekly — to as little as 2 percent over the same day 

period, dramatically reducing backup times and resource utilization.  

EMC storage systems can deduplicate redundant data before it is saved 

on disk, which reduces the size of the image-backup sets by 10-30x on average. 

EMC backup software and storage systems also support network optimized 

replication between sites. By combining VMware-based replication with EMC’s 

broad portfolio of replication products, VMware customers can access efficient 

replication for business continuity and disaster recovery.  

2. VMWARE INTEGRATION  

EMC and VMware combine to leverage image-level backups with 

vStorage APIs for Data Protection. The integrated stack provides scheduled, 

recoverable and bootable backups for the virtualized environment. EMC’s 

support for VMware vStorage APIs for Data Protection allows customer to 

perform image-level backups without impacting network application 

performance.  EMC simplifies the management of virtual machine backup 

policies (guest- and image-level) through its integration with VMware vCenter.  

3. DEDUPLICATION  
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Given the large size of many virtual installations, storage volumes grow 

to dizzying size under the onslaught of backed up images. EMC steps in to 

reduce the size of backup files, which can easily overwhelm network bandwidth 

and storage resources. EMC provides both backup software-based and storage 

system-based deduplication services.  

EMC deduplication leverages physical and virtualization data 

protection factors to provide a next-generation backup environment. It supports 

both virtual and physical environments simultaneously, allowing customers to 

lower the cost and improved backup operations for all applications.  

4. RECOVERY OPERATIONS  

EMC solutions use the performance and reliability of disk-based 

storage to ensure recoverability and meet service level agreements.  

EMC integrates with VMware to efficiently schedule, track, and 

recover backed up data including files and bootable images. The management 

console captures all of this information as part of the standard backup process, 

ensuring that administrators always have an up-to-date image to use for recovery 

and/or migration purposes. This is a much easier and more efficient approach 

than traditional data protection, which requires separate products and schedules 

to back up system configuration and data files. The central management console 

provides efficient management operations from a single pane of glass. Data 

recovery access is controlled through the single log on. Other components are 

aware of data recovery operations so that the integrated management of all 

components is optimized.  


